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Abstract
Data is everywhere around us. We use existing data and produce new data every day, every hour and every minute. In addition, most of
this data is unstructured. It includes data from the Internet, data from tons of smart devices that around us, data from social nets and
messengers that we are using every day in order to communicate with our friends and coworkers. Significant part of this volume is textual
information and quite often, it is necessary to somehow store and process it. However, we cannot use usual data management systems and
approaches in order to do so and one (but not the only one) of the reasons is that the amount of this data is very, extremely huge. Therefore,
we need slightly new modern approaches and techniques to solve this problem. This paper covers the existing solutions in text mining
sphere using Big Data technologies.
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1 Introduction

that are necessary to know in order to understand this article.

Nowadays we face with data every day in our life. We study,
work, communicate and relax somehow using different
types of data. Moreover, today each of us can not only
consume this data but also produce new data. The
development of the Internet provide a great opportunity to
try ourselves as content creators. We can write posts in blogs,
upload gigabytes of video material on YouTube, exchange
emails and messages through email services, messengers
and social nets and, of course, we can write comments
approximately on every information resource. The amount
of textual information is extremely huge and it is increasing
every second. Traditional technologies cannot process this
amount of data because it is Big Data. Therefore, we need
to use approaches and technologies that are appropriate for
Big Data.

3 Existing solutions
Of course, many algorithms and approaches exist that are
traditionally used in order to process textual information.
Moreover, nowadays these algorithms and approaches
successfully combined together with modern Big Data
technologies and solutions in order to do old job but on a
large scale. This paper investigates such kind of solutions.
For example, usage of Knuth Morris Pratt algorithms with
the help of Hadoop Distributed File System [1], basic
principles of Hadoop and major resources that it uses [2],
concrete solutions that are implemented by big companies
such as HETA [3] etc.
This paper covers basic principles of these solutions,
analyze their advantages, disadvantage, and how the
experience from existing solutions can help in implementing
slightly new approaches.

2 Basic Information
This part of the paper describes shortly main terms and
definitions that are connected with Big Data. What is Big
Data? How to identify that some data is “Big”? What is 4 Vs that are the main characteristics of Big Data? What is
Hadoop and what is it destination? And some more terms

4 Conclusion
This paper collects information about existing solutions that
can help in further work in the sphere of text mining using
Big Data technologies and approaches.
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